We present a high-level parallel calculus for nested sequences,
Introduction
There are many advantages to programming in a high-level language.
However, while sequential algorithms are most of the time designed and evaluated in reasonably high-level terms, the situation with parallel algorithms is -by necessity, so far -more complicated.
The issue is intimately connected with the existing efforts to bridge the gap between the theoretical design of parallel algorithms and practical programming on massively parallel computers. In the case of data parallelism, the work of Blelloch [Ble90, Ble93] and Blelloch and Sabot [BS90] has made substantial progress on this issue. For example, if we manage to represent an algorithm in a high-level language such as NESL wit h a certain work and time (a.k.a. element or step) complexity and if the representation satisfies certain restrictions then we are guaranteed an implementation of the same algorithm with the same asymptotic time and work complexity in terms of a low-level parallel vector model, which in turn admits efficient implementations on various architectures, for example the CM2. The present paper is proposing a different treatment of similar goals.
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We start with a somewhat abstract high-level language which represents and manipulates mostly nested sequences (lists) and so we called it hfSC, for nested sequence calculus (section 3). We regard JVSC as a possible theoretical 'core" of an entire class of collection-oriented parallel languages. In keeping with the tenets of data parallelism
[HS86], tiSC's only parallel operation is map (apply-to-all can enhance the expressiveness of a data parallel language.
But these high-level features are quite removed from concrete parallel architectures or even the parallel vector model and need to be compiled away.
Unnesting the nested parallelism is at the center of the compilation technique of [Ble90, BS90, Ble93] . However, in a language with general recursion, this technique is guaranteed to preserve the asymptotic parallel complexity only for programs that satisfy a certain semantic condition called containernerat. SC is based on while-loops rather than general recursion. This will surely impose some limit ations, alt bough not that many: our jirst main result consists of showing that a large and practically relevant class of programs, called maprecursive, can be translated into~SC while asymptotically preserving the time complexity and adding an arbitrarily small overhead to the work complexity (theorem 4.2). It even turns out that some recursive programs which are not contained in the sense of [Ble90] are in fact maprecursive. The major benefit however is that we can compile~SC without the need for an unbounded stack of vectors, as general recursion would require. Avoiding the stack is a good idea because SIMD archkectures associate a relatively small memory with each processor. A program that generates many entries in its vector stack will run out of memory even if the vectors are very short and hence much of the total amount of memory of the machine remains unused. We believe that our compilation technique can lead to better memory management.
Of course, this needs to be tested in practice.
Following Blelloch, we define a simple parallel vector model in order to describe abstractly the class of target architectures for our compilation method (section 2). Our BVRAM (Bounded Vector Random Access Machine) differs from the VRAM
[Ble90] primarily in that it has a finite number of vector registers.
This emphasizes the absence of a runtime vector stack. Of course the number of registers needed depends on the source program being compiled.
Another important difference is that we need less powerful communication primitives.
The BVRAM has no general permutation instruction, and its communication primitives can be implemented on a butterfly network with n log n nodes in O(log n) steps. Here,~, V, and U,% must be nested sequences, and length(V~) = length(V~).
Then, the subsequences of w are replicated according to the numbers in vk and the result is stored in w. E.g., supposẽ = [zo, z~, zo, z~, z~], W = [2,0,3], W = [ao, m,b, bl, lJ2, c0, cl, c2] and V~= [2, 3, 3] . Then, after Usbm_r-oute(Vj, Vkj U, V~), V~will hold the value [aO, al, aO, al, cO, cl, c2, cO, cl, c2, CO, cI, c2] .
In if z = y then M else N is expressed by . al (z) selects from some sequence z only those elements which have the form inl (u), while IY2(z) selects only the elements of the form inz(v). 
If z is empty, split will produce an error. Similary we can define last and remove.last, which return the last element, and delete the last element from a sequence, respectively.
In general, we can access any element of some sequence of length n in 0(1) parallel time, and with O(n) work complexity (we formally define below the time and work complexity). Using map, we can produce an arbitrary permutation in O(1) parallel time, but with an increase of the work complexity to 0(n2 ). Using radix sort in base n', for some arbitrary e >0, we can even compute an arbitrary permutation in O(1) parallel time with O(nl +' ) work complexity.
Alternatively, we can use an optimal sorting algorithm (see e.g. [Jaj92]), which reduces the work complexity to O(n) by increasing the time complexity (e.g the sorting algorithm described in section 5 has T = O(log n log log n)). Thus, the cost of performing an arbitrary permutation is visible in the higher level language. 
where SIZE is the total size of all S-objects 
is not included explicitly in W(while(P',
The language A/SC together with its notions of time and work complexity is a model of parallel computation in its own right but parallel algorithms are most commonly given in terms of one of the several known flavors of PRAM.
To Here are some recursion schemata and a sketch of how to convert them into rnaprecursive form (and in the process "parallelize" them) :
For g, we construct a list of lenght 2, and recursively map g on it (Quicksort has this form). For h, the list will have length 1 (tail recursion is a particularization of this form). k is more interesting, since it divides its input into either two or three subproblems.
Note that it is not contained [Ble90], so the compilation techniques described here work on some cases on which those of [Ble90] don't.
In converting k, the list will have length 1, 3 or 4, where the first element is a tag, and k is slightly modified to return the identity on the tag (a sum of types is used here).
The first of our two main results states that maprecursion can be translated (in a source-to-source manner) into a~SC expression, while preserving its time complexity and "almost" preserving its work complexity. Combine Phase Start by map-ing the function s on y, and then apply repeat edly c to adj scent elements, of y: some additional bookkeeping is necessary to make sure c is applied to the correct pairs (e.g., it suffices to store the depth in the divide and conquer tree for each element in y, and only combine adj scent elements if they have the same depth).
Stop when there is only one element in the resulting list.
Obviously, the translated g will have time complexity
O(T).
The work complexity is also preserved, in the case in which the divide an conquer tree for the computation of g(z) is perfectly balanced. When the is unbalanced, the leaves which are reached sooner have to coexists in the same sequence with those nodes which need more divide steps, thus adding to the total work complexity.
Let v be the number of different levels in the divide and conquer tree which contain leaves E.g. in an almost perfectly balanced tree, v = 1 or v = 2, while in a total "unbalanced" tree, v can be equal to the total number of leaves, but still v < W (g, x). We can compute v in time and work complexity O(T), O(W), by simulating only the divide phase, wit bout ret aining the results. Let c >0.
We improve the divide phase, such that the time and work complexities of the translation of g into NSC become O (T) and O(VC W ) respectively. Namelyj we start with~+ 1 variables z,, i = O, . . . .~, initialized to n, and with y initialized to the singleton [z~. We apply repeatedly the divide phase on y; whenever some leaves are reached, we move them into zo. We only allow zo to be touched v' times, after which we move its entire content into ZI, and empty Z.. We repeat this process, but only allow Z1 to be touched v' times, at which point, we empty .z1, by moving everything into Z2. In general, we allow z, to accumulate only v' times, after which we empty it, by moving everything into Z,+l.
Obviously, a number of v" levels of leaves must be discovered, before making one move into z,; thus, ZI will be filled exactly once, with the leaves from all v levefi. To compute the total additional work complexity, observe that each leave travels exactly once through zo, zl, . . . . Z1, and c in each z, is "touched" exactly v' times. Thus, the total work complexity is bounded by (~+ l)vC W = O(ve W). Of course, rather complicated bookkeeping is necessary to keep all elements in z, sorted.
The combine phase is done similarly, but in reverse. The function index-split(C, I) splits C according to the indexes in I, again provided that 1 is sorted, with similar time and work complexity.
We use the construct jiUer(P)
, which for some predicate P : t -+ B returns the sequence of all elements satifying P. It is expressibel in AfSC by:
The functions first, tail, last, remove.last and bm.route are defined in section 3.
Using the techniques described in [Jaj92], the merge function can be transformed to become optimal, i.e. to reduce its work complexity from O((m + n) log log m)) to O(m + n). This also gives us an optimal (i.e. with O(n log n) work complexity), O (log n log log n)-time sorting function. The divide-and-conquer trees for both the sorting and the merging function are balanced, hence the translation of theorem 4.2 gives us an optimal O(log n log log n )-time sorting function in NSC. In this section we give evidence that AfSC is not too restrictive, as a tool for designing parallel algorithms. Namely, let CRCW-TIME-PROC( T(n), P(n)) be the set of functions computable on a CRCW PRAM in time T(n) using P(n) processors, and~SC-TIME-WORK(T( n), W(n)) the set of functions expressible in tiSC with time and work complexity 7'(n), W'(n).
that are suitable (in the sense of [S V84]), we have:
More, we get equality, if in the definition of AfSC we restrict the arithmetic operations to the set X = {+, -}, and if we replace the unit size complexity (size(n) '~f 1 -see section
3)
with the logarithmic size complexity (size(n) '~f log n), in the definition of the work complexity of AfSC.
The proof uses a theorem in [SV84], credited to Ruzzo and Tom pa, relating CRC W P RAM's to Alternating Turing Machines, and is omitted from this extended abstract. Using the above proposition and proposition 3.2 we can establish that NC coincides with the functions in AfSC with polylogarithmic time and polynomial work complexity. Recall that JVSC is parameterized by a set Z of arithmetic operations. The latter is defined by: (fl + f2)(inl (z)) '~f fl (z) and (fl + fz)(irm(z)) '~f fz(z).
Iteration:
f ) is a function of type t+ t,whenever f : t~t and p ( t~!3 (recall that-!3 = un~t+unit and, thus, is a type of SA).
As for~SC we define the the time and work complexity for some evaluation f(C) Q, where~is a function in SA and C' is its input (a flat S-object).
Note ,g) , z,) and T = j -1. For the moment, assume that in the sequence X*,9( Z,), 9(2)(Z, ), . . .. the last value (on position t,) has the smallest size, denoted by s,, so s~t~< w,. The simulation proceeds in r stages. The first stage starts by repeatedly applying SEQ(g) on x: whenever some x,'s reach the end of the iteration, move them into VI, until the first #(< n$ ) values are extracted from VO, namely Z*, I = 1,~. . By iterating h we indeed achieve the desired time complexity, but not the work complexity, since at each step, the function h touches all r registers.
To avoid this, we define a sequence of r functions $,, i = 1, T. The inputs and outputs for f i are: the values of the i "smallest" registers, at some particular moment, the indexes of these i registers, the size S of the next largest register, and the program counter. .f, iterates the one-step function as long as it only affects the i registers it sees, and as long as all the i sizes stay less than S. 
